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Abstract
An increased number of machine translation services are now available. Unfortunately, none of them can provide adequate translation
quality for all input sources. This forces the user to select from among the services according to his needs. However, it is tedious and
time consuming to perform this manual selection. Our solution, proposed here, is an automatic mechanism that can select the most
appropriate machine translation service. Although evaluation methods are available, such as BLEU, NIST, WER, etc., their evaluation
results are not unanimous regardless of the translation sources. We proposed a two-phase architecture for selecting translation services.
The first phase uses a data-driven classification to allow the most appropriate evaluation method to be selected according to each
translation source. The second phase selects the most appropriate machine translation result by the selected evaluation method. We
describe the architecture, detail the algorithm, and construct a prototype. Tests show that the proposal yields better translation quality
than employing just one machine translation service.
Keywords: Machine Translation, Evaluation, Service Selection

1.

Introduction

Due to online access and instant availability, machine translation (MT) services are becoming more popular. One example is the online Google translation service. These MT
services, in most cases, do not provide perfect accuracy or
fluency. When multiple MT services are available, the user
is confused about which service is more accurate for the
task at hand. Manual service selection is tedious and error
prone. Thus, it is necessary to create a mechanism that can
select the most appropriate MT service.
Many functional equivalent MT services have become
available. Language Grid (Ishida, 2011) is a serviceoriented intelligence platform for language services. It provides many language translation services by wrapping nonnetworked language resources and software. With standard interfaces, functional equivalent translation services
are formalized and made available for both end-users and
community translation developers. The types of language
services include machine translation services, dictionary
services, parallel text services, and morphological analyzer
services. Moreover, composite translation services could be
generated based on these types of language services (Murakami et al., 2010). For example, Language Grid provides
a multi-hop composite service. It combines a machine
translation service and in-domain dictionary services, so as
to provide a higher quality MT service for a desired domain. Many composite MT services can be created by generating different combination (Bramantoro et al., 2010).
Given this multiplicity of translation services available, it
is difficult for the user to select the MT service that best
suits the current task.
Several evaluation methods can be used to evaluate translation results automatically, such as BLEU (Papineni et
al., 2002), NIST (Doddington, 2002), WER (Nieen et al.,
2000), etc. However, their evaluation results are not unanimous (Och, 2003; Cer et al., 2010). Moreover, the efficiency of the evaluation method will affect the selection

of the MT service. It must be noted that these evaluation
methods have incompatible metrics, and their results can
have different distribution ranges.
The purpose of this paper is to provide MT service selection for end-users and community translation developers of
Language Grid (Ishida, 2011). Community translation developers as well as end-users require assistance selecting
the proper translation according to the translation quality, as
well as other properties like time. The selection of a service
according to the general quality of service (QoS) properties,
such as time, cost, etc, has been well researched (Tian et al.,
2004; Serhani et al., 2005). Thus, our research focuses on
how to use these evaluation methods to calculate and rank
MT services according to the translation quality, a domainspecific QoS property.
For the example of Japanese-English translation, there are
two candidate services, Google Translate and J-Server,
and three candidate evaluation methods, BLUE, NIST, and
WER (see Figure 1). The evaluation results and translation
results of two source sentences are given below. For the
first sentence, Google gets higher evaluation results than JServer, thus it will be selected by BLEU or NIST, while
WER will select J-Server. The evaluation results of these
evaluation methods do not agree with each other. For the
second sentence, WER generates same evaluation results
for Google and J-Server, BLEU generates only a slight different evaluation result, while NIST indicates a disparity
between them. Here, we face the problem of how to make
use of these evaluation methods to generate an evaluation
result for machine translation service selection.
If a source sentence is given, the results of multiple evaluation methods can conflict. It is better to select a proper
evaluation method for each source sentence, rather than using the same evaluation method continuously. For certain
translation source, if more than one evaluation methods are
appropriate, selecting one of them is proper. In the MT services selection, multiple translation evaluation methods are
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is also a Web service that can be published to and be found
in a Web service registry; this makes it readily available to
both end-users and new service developers. The broker architecture usually has a built-in evaluation method for each
QoS property.

1) TRANSLATION (Japanese English)
Sentence: 䛣䜜䛿䜘䛟䜜䜛䛜䠈䛧䛛䛧䛒䜎䜚ຠ䛛
䛺 ⸆䛰
䛺䛔⸆䛰䚹
Reference: This is a medicine that sells well but is
not very effective.
•Service Result
Google: It sells well, but this is medicine which
doesn't work so much.
J-Server: This will sell well, but it very ineffective
drugs.
•Evaluation Result
Google: BLEU:0.21, NIST:1.41, WER:-1.00
J-Server: BLEU:0.15, NIST:1.12, WER:-0.75

However, for MT service selection, it is not proper to adopt
just one evaluation method to evaluate all translation services. Instead, the most appropriate evaluation method is
to be selected for each input translation source. Thus, we
propose a two-phase architecture for MT service selection.
Web
W
b Service
S i
Registry

2) TRANSLATION (Japanese English)
Sentence: Ỉ䛜෭䛯䛟䛶ᡭ䛜䛱䛞䜜䛭䛖䛰䚹
Reference: The water is cold and my hands feel
like they are to be torn off.
•Service Result
Google: Yes water is cold and torn hands.
J-Server: Water is cold, and a hand seems to come
off.
•Evaluation Result
Google: BLEU:0.18, NIST:0.29, WER:-0.67
JJ-Server:
Server: BLEU:0.15,
BLEU:0 15 NIST:0.97,
NIST:0 97 WER:
WER:-00.67
67
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Figure 2: The Web service broker for service selection
Figure 1: An example of two translation services (Google
and J-Server) evaluated by three evaluation methods
(BLEU, NIST, and WER)

available, thus, to achieve the goal of selecting a proper
MT service, two main issues should be considered. (1)
How to make use of multiple evaluation methods? We provide a two-phase architecture for service selection, which
is an extension of the Web service broker for service selection. In the first phase, a proper evaluation method is
selected. In the second phase, based on the selected evaluation method, the most appropriate machine translation
service is selected. (2) How to realize service selection?
To achieve this goal, we introduce a ranking algorithm It
dynamically selects the appropriate evaluation method for
each input translation source. We use data-driven classification for selecting the evaluation method. The machine
translation service with the highest evaluation result as indicated by the selected evaluation is chosen.

2.

2.1.

Architecture

Firstly, we present an overview of our two-phase architecture (see Figure 3). The broker for MT service receives a
request with translation source from and returns a response
(translation result) to the MT service requestor. The extension is to register both MT services and evaluation methods
for selection. Meanwhile, in addition to MT service selection, it first has to select the evaluation method. Several
considerations are presented below before more details is
given.

Translation Service Selection
Architecture

We extend the broker for Web service selection (see Figure 2) to create a two-phase architecture for MT service selection. For selecting Web service according to QoS properties, a Web service broker is flexible and trustworthy architecture for realizing the management of QoS properties
for providers and users of Web services (Tian et al., 2004;
Serhani et al., 2005). It receives request from and makes
a response to Web service requestor. Meanwhile, it registers services from Web service providers, and verifies and
certificates the properties said by Web services. A broker
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• Wrapping existent software of evaluation methods into
services: Due to ongoing research into MT evaluation,
new evaluation methods will emerge, and their software will be published. To provide an open-ended
interface for integrating additional evaluation methods, it is useful to provide a self-describing Web service interface, wrapping existent software of evaluation methods into flexible online services (Eck et al.,
2006). It is easily realized by the service wrapper
function provided by the Language Grid platform.
• Regarding Language Grid as service provider: The
Language Grid service-oriented platform successfully
solves various service issues, such as creation, registration, and management. Due to the service description profiles of Language Grid, MT services category and evaluation methods category can be registered conveniently. Thus, Language Grid is an excellent provider for MT services and evaluation methods.
• Using data-driven classification to select evaluation
method: Classification is necessary to realize evaluation method selection according to translation source.

Broker for MT Service Selection
Translation
Source

Attrib tes
Attributes
Attribute
Collector

Evaluation
Methods
Category

Data-driven
Classification
Selected Evaluation
Method

phase 1
phase 2
Translation
Result

Ranker

Evaluation
Translation
MT
Results Evaluation
Results
Method
Service
Executor
Executor

MT
Services
Category

MT Service
Requestor
phase 1: Evaluation method selection
phase 2: MT service selection

Service Invoker

Service Description Profile

Language Grid Platform

register
services

Figure 3: Two-phase architecture for machine translation (MT) service selection
Data-driven classification is suitable for this task.
First, no experience is available for such classification. Second, because the attributes of sentences vary
dynamically, the data-driven approach is more extensible. Data-driven classification builds a classification
function dynamically from a training set. This set can
be collected from human selection cases.
To realize data-driven classification, we adopt the decision
tree approach. First, it offers quick training and classification, which is very user-friendly. Second, it is easy to transform a decision tree into decision rules, which is well supports manual verification. C4.5 algorithm (Quinlan, 1993),
one of the most frequently used decision tree, is used in the
evaluation method selection. It has several merits including handling missing values, allowing presence of noise,
and realizing the categorization of continuous attributes. It
should be noted that we view C4.5 as a ’black box’ for the
classification task; its original functionality was preserved.

ods in evaluation methods category component by the
data-driven classification.
• MT Service selection phase: The translation source
is send to the MT service executor component, which
invokes the MT services from services in MT service
category component. The translation results are sent to
the evaluation method executor component, which invokes the selected evaluation method identified in the
earlier phase. The evaluation results of the translation
are sent to the ranker component, and the best translation result is send to the MT service requestor.
2.2.

Deployment

We realized a prototype that implemented the above component functions as detailed below.
1) Evaluation method selection phase:
• Evaluation Methods Category: It is a simple
MySQL1 database holding stored service name,
the URL, operation names and types, parameter names and types, and preset parameter values. There are three evaluation methods, BLEU,
NIST, and WER methods, which are from Stanford
Phrasal Evaluation project (Cer et al., 2010), and
are wrapped into services by Language Grid platform.

The two-phase architecture of machine translation service
selection (see Figure 3) is based on the above considerations. The broker for MT service selection divides its functions into the evaluation method selection phase and the
MT service selection phase. Evaluation methods are handled in the former phase, and the output is the appropriate
evaluation method. MT services are handled in the second phase, and the result of a translation service is selected
in this phase. The main components of the broker include
Attribute Collector, Data-driven Classification, Evaluation
Methods Category, MT Services Category, MT Service Executor, Evaluation Method Executor, and Ranker (see Figure 3). Then, we describe the processes of two phases below.
• Evaluation method selection phase: A translation
source from MT service requestor is analyzed by the
attribute collector component, and the analyzed attributes are sent to data-driven classification component. According to the attributes of the translation
source, an evaluation method is selected from meth-
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• Attribute Collector: Two simple attributes are collected, the length of translation source and the
source and target languages. The length of translation source is calculated as the number of words
in the translation source.
• Data-driven Classification: J48 software, a Java
implementation of C4.5 algorithm from Weka data
mining tool 2 , is used for classification. Its input
is the attribute-value pairs output by the attribute
1
2

http://www.mysql.com/
http://weka.sourceforge.net/

collector component, and its output is the name
of evaluation method, according to which, the details of evaluation method can be retrieved from the
evaluation methods category component.

trained, it easily generates the decision rules. Each decision rule can be described as follows:
(θ1low < f1 (r) < θ1up ) ∧ . . . ∧ (θtlow < ft (r) < θtup )
∧ . . . ∧ (θclow < fc (r) < θcup ) → ek

2) MT service selection phase:
• MT Services Category: It is similar to evaluation methods category component. Three services,
Google, J-Server, and Translution services from
Language Grid platform, are registered.
• MT Service Executor and Evaluation Method Executor: They are implemented based on JAXRPC 3 service client, which makes it easy to invoke a Web service according to the name space,
operation name and type, and parameter name and
type.
• Ranker: A ranking algorithm is designed and implemented in Java. The input of this algorithm
is the evaluation results of the selected evaluation
method. The output of the algorithm is a selected
translation result of highest QoS value of translation quality. The detail of this new algorithm will
be explained in the following section.
The above two-phase architecture and components deployment, makes it convenient to realize the proposed broker
for MT service selection.

3.

Translation Selection Algorithm

After that, we illustrate the strategy of selecting the most
appropriate MT service. To explain the selection algorithm
in detail, a formal description is given as follows.
3.1.

Selection

For a translation user, n translation services
S={s1 , s2 , . . . , sn } are available, along with m evaluation methods E={e1 , e2 , . . . , em }. For each request
translation source r, a proper evaluation method ek is to
be selected. According to this selected evaluation method
ek , a QoS value of translation quality qos(ek , si ) is to be
generated for each service si . Ranking these QoS values
will determine the translation service sselect to be selected.
While qji , an evaluation result, is the result of applying the
jth evaluation method ej to the translation result of ith MT
service si . However, these evaluation results are likely to
conflict with each other, since they are generated by different evaluation methods. We need to select an evaluation
method before we can select the service.
We use a decision tree to select the target evaluation
method, ek . For the request translation source r, the attribute collector collects c attribute values by the set of
functions F ={f1 , f2 , . . . , fc }. If the decision tree is not
trained, the decision rules are not generated. First, a training set is required, which are a set of translation sources,
and for each translation source, a proper evaluation method
is given. The attributes of these translation sources will be
analyzed and used for training. Once the decision tree is
3

http://java.net/projects/jax-rpc/

(1)

Here, θtlow and θtup are the lower and upper boundaries of
tth collected attribute value ft (r) (1 ≤ t ≤ c). When attributes are collected from the request translation source,
each decision rule is test until the target evaluation method
ek is satisfied. Then, it will be sent to the next phase for
execution.
After appropriate evaluation method ek is selected, the
translation quality of a service si is qos(ek , si ) = qki . The
translation quality values of all the MT services can then be
ranked, and target service sselect can be selected as follows.
sselect = arg max qos(ek , si )

(2)

si

Thus, the algorithm will select an evaluation method ek in
the first. Then, based on the evaluation values, it will get
QoS value (translation quality) for each service si . Finally,
the QoS values will be ranked, and the target MT service
sselect will be selected.
In addition, we design a normalization of evaluation result
qki , which are probably in different metrics, due to differ0
is
ent evaluation methods. The result of normalization qki
given below, which is a relative value of the average translation quality values of whole MT services and average of
MT services except si .
P

0
qki

j qkj /n
= P
( j qkj − qki )/(n − 1)

(3)

If evaluation results are positive, normalization of transla0
, otherwise, qos0 (ek , si ) =
tion quality qos0 (ek , si ) = qki
0
1/qki . Getting a unitary measure is required for community translation developers to aggregate translation quality
with other QoS properties such as time and cost.
3.2.

Algorithm

We describe the algorithm that works in the broker for MT
service selection, see Algorithm 1. It includes two-phase
execution. In the first phase, if no decision rules exist, we
need to train the decision tree, and generate decision rules.
Next, we calculate attributes {f1 (r), f2 (r), . . . , fc (r)}
from request translation source r by attribute collector
functions, then the attributes values are checked by decision
rules. If decision rules exists, we can select a target evaluation method selected evaluation, which completes the first
phase.
In the second phase, it invokes the MT services S for translation results, evaluate translation results by the evaluation
method selected evaluation for evaluation results, and get
evaluation scores q(ek , si ) from evaluation results. Then it
is easy to rank for the target result sselect .
There are one more issue need be mentioned here, training the J48 decision tree. We need human-generated translation selection data for training. To prepare each training data, we need to prepare several MT service results,
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8
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14

manually rank them, evaluate them by the multiple evaluation methods, and choose the evaluation method which best
matches manually-generated ranking. With the target evaluation method, we calculate the attributes, train J48 with
these attribute-data pairs, and generate decision rules from
trained J48.

is executed to evaluate the translation results, and the scores
are 9.21 for Google, while 0.15 for J-Server. The results
are compared, and the maximum is selected. Thus, for the
first sentence, the translation result of Google is selected.
For the second sentence, the translation result of J-Server
is selected as per NIST.

We use the example in Figure 1 to explain the MT-ServiceSelect algorithm. The input evaluation methods are BLEU,
NIST, and WER. The input MT services are Google and JServer. There are two Japanese sentences are the request
translation sources. The attribute collector has one function, which counts the translation-length, the number of
words in the translation source.

Thus, our algorithm selects Google for the first sentence
and J-Server for the second sentence.

Algorithm 1: MT-Service-Select(E,S,r,F )

4.1.

Input: E={e1 , e2 , . . . , em }: the m evaluation methods;
S={s1 , s2 , . . . , sn }: the n MT services;
r: the request translation source ;
F ={f1 , f2 , . . . , fc }: the c attribute collectors ;
/* phase 1: Evaluation method selection */
if decision rules not exist then
train decision tree by J48, and generate decision rules.

19
20

return sselect ;

16
17
18

Experiment

The experience analyzed the increase in translation quality
and the efficiency of service selection offered by our proposal.
Preparation

The prototype was tested on three Japanese-English parallel text corpus, a NTT Communication Science Lab corpus (NTT), a medical corpus is used (Medical), and Tanaka
corpus4 (Tanaka). From 3,715 NTT corpus, 2,001 Medical
corpus, and 150,127 Tanaka corpus. We sampled out 100
sentence pairs from NTT, Medical, and Tanaka, each, separately. The request data tested consisted of 300 sentences.

/* collect attribute values */
process translation source r by {f1 , f2 , . . . , fc }, and get
{f1 (r), f2 (r), . . . , fc (r)};
/* check decision rules, and select evaluation method */
selected evaluation← {ek |(θ1low < f1 (r) <
θ1up ) ∧ . . . ∧ (θclow < fc (r) < θcup ) → ek };
/* phase 2: MT service selection */
max ← 0;
/* evaluate MT results */
foreach si ∈ S do
translate r by execute service si , and get translation
result;
evaluate translation result by selected evaluation, and
get qki ;
qos(ek , si ) ← qki ;
/* rank best service */
foreach i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} do
/* select max quality score */
if max < qos(ek , si ) then
max ← qos(ek , si ) sselect ← si ;

15

4.

We randomly divided 300 sentences into six groups, each
with 50 pairs. We trained the J48 decision tree using 60
additional pairs, that were sampled out in a similar manner.
The training sets were selected through manual MT service
results assessment. Only translation-length was gathered
by the attribute collector. This length impacts evaluation
method selection according to Och (Och, 2003). Finally,
the generated decision rules were generated as following.
• translation-length < 12 → WER
• 12 < translation-length < 20 → NIST
• translation-length > 20 → BLEU
Two considerations of this experiment are given below.
• Parallel texts are used as translation source. One
sentence of a parallel text pair is used as translation
source, and the other is used as standard reference for
evaluation. Evaluation methods, such as BLEU, NIST
and WER, can generate more accurate evaluation results from the standard reference, so that the evaluation result will not be affected by reference quality.

In the first phase, it is assumed that the decision rules exist
(see Section 4.1.). The translation-length of the first sentence is 21. Then each decision rule is checked and the last
decision rule, translation-length > 20 → BLEU, matches.
Thus, the BLEU evaluation method is selected for the first
sentence. While the translation-length of the second sentence is 14, so the the NIST evaluation method is selected
for it. Thus, for the first sentence, the BLUE is sent to the
next phase, while for the second sentence, NIST is sent to
the next phase.

• Human assessment following the manual method from
DARPA TIDES projects 5 at University of Pennsylvania were used as the standard quality. It yields fivelevel scores for fluency and adequacy, {5:All , 4:Most
, 3:Much, 2:Little 1:None}. The mean of fluency and
adequacy score is used as the human assessment score
of translation quality, which is used to assess the translation quality of selected translation results.
4.2.

Analysis

Once the translation sources are submitted, the translation result of MT services is selected. Bases on the hu-

In the second phase, for the first sentence, the MT services
Google and J-Server are executed, and the service results
are generated. Then the selected evaluation method BLEU
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5

http://www.edrdg.org/wiki/index.php/Tanaka Corpus
http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/tides/translation/transassess04.pdf

are shown in Table 2. We compare the use of only one
evaluation method and the proposed two-phase selection,
which selects from among the evaluation methods available. Using just only one evaluation method, WER, the
average score and hit rate are 3.47 and 72.0%, which is a
little better than J-Server. BLEU has heigher average score
and hit rate than WER and NIST: 3.56 and 76.2%. While
using the proposed two-phase selection mechanism, the average score and hit rate of MT service selection are 3.81
and 81.7%. From the comparison of Average Score (see
Figure 4) and Hit Rate (see Figure 5), we find that the proposed two-phase selection raises the translation quality received by users.

Table 1: Average score and hit rate of MT services
Service
Average Score Hit Rate
3.29
3.43
3.06

Figure 5: Comparison of Hit Rate

62.8%
67.5%
54.0%

4.3.

3
2
1

Average S
Score

Discussion

Some limitations of the proposed two-phase evaluation for
MT service selection are considered. First, the existing
evaluation methods limit the gains possible with the proposed mechanism. The mechanism is not intended to establish a new evaluation method, but to make better use of
existing methods. Creating a superior evaluation method is
one of the hardest issues in machine translation and natural language processing. Thus, it is meaningful to achieve
progress through better utilization of existing evaluation
methods. Note that it is easy to import newly created evaluation methods into the proposed mechanism.

4

Google (G)
J-Server (J)
Translution (T)

0.4
0.0

0.2

The results achieved when no service selection is performed are shown in Table 1. Google received average human score of 3.37, J-Server got 3.43, and Translution got
3.06. Manual selection on the three sets of translation results yielded 116 sentence by Google, 143 by J-Server, and
41 by Translution. Compared to manual selection, the hit
rate of Google is 62.8%, J-Server is 67.5%, and Translution is 54.0%. J-Server has highest average and hit rate for
this Japanese-English translation task. From the hit rate,
we find that no MT service dominates the other services
(otherwise its hit rate will be 100%).

0.6

0.8

Compared to BLEU selection in Table 2, the proposed twophase selection has higher hit rate and 7% promotion on
average score. Moreover, compared to only one service
in Table 1, like just J-Server, the two-phase type selection
mechanism offers an 11.1% increase in average score.

Hit Ratee

man assessment, a Hit Rate is used to evaluate how well
the output of the proposed mechanism matches the manual selection. Average Score is used to evaluate the translation quality of the output of the proposed mechanism.
We explain this by the following example; a user submits 2 translation sources {r1 , r2 }, which are translated
by two MT services {sa , sb }. The corresponding human
assessment scores are {score(r1 , sa ):1, score(r1 , sb ):4,
score(r2 , sa ):2, score(r2 , sb ):5}. Because service sb gets
larger scores for both r1 and r2 , it is selected. Assuming
that the proposed service selection works as intended, service sa for source r1 and sb for r2 are selected. Their human assessment scores are {score(r1 , sa ), score(r2 , sb )},
as the Average Score of the proposed mechanism is
average score = (score(r1 , sa ) + score(r2 , sb ))/2 =
(1 + 5)/2 = 3. The Hit Rate of the proposed mechanism is
hit rate = (0 + 1)/2 = 50%, because for the first source
r1 , the proposed mechanism selects sa while the human selects sb , which are different. For the second source r2 , they
both select sb . Thus, they have one common selection for
two translation sources. The hit rate represents how well
the proposed service selection follows manual selection.

0

Second, data driven classification needs a large training set,
which involves time consuming manul effort. Mining users
logs to build more training sets will be very helpful. If we
tell a MT service user that his feedback will help to promote
translation quality, he will be more willing to generate useful MT service usage logs. Moreover, we already trying
to integrate human activities into composite service (Lin et
al., 2010). Success in this are will make it easier to prepare
large training sets.

Figure 4: Comparison of Average Score
The results achieved when service selection is performed,

Third, application of the proposed MT service selection for
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MT Selection Type
WER selection
NIST selection
BLEU selection
Two-phase selection

Table 2: Comparing average score and hit rate of two selection types
Selected Translation Results of MT Services (total 300)
Average Score
122 from Google, 127 from J-Server, 51 from Translution
3.47
127 from Google, 125 from J-Server, 48 from Translution
3.53
134 from Google, 122 from J-Server, 44 from Translution
3.56
115 from Google, 146 from J-Server, 39 from Translution
3.81

community translation developers was not presented in detail. Because the proposed broker for MT service selection,
is itself is a Web service, after it is published in Web service
registry, and the translation quality value of unitary measurement is given (see Section 3.1.). Thus, it can be treated
as a single MT service.

5.

Related Work

First, automatic evaluation methods have been proposed on
many mechanisms, includes string-based comparison, syntactic mechanism, and semantic mechanism. String-based
comparison compares the translation result to standard references, and it is currently the most popular mechanism.
There are several ways to compare the similarity, including
lexical distance, and n-gram precision. Two common lexical distances are length of least common sub-string, such
as ROUGE-L (Lin, 2004), and ROUGE-W (Lin, 2004),
and edit distance, such as WER (Nieen et al., 2000) and
TER (Snover et al., 2006b). N-gram precision has also been
extensively studied, such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002),
NIST (Doddington, 2002), METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie,
2005), and ROUGE-N (Lin, 2004). The syntactic mechanism analyzes whether the translation result is in accordance with the syntax of target language, such as linguistic error classification (Farrs et al., 2012). The semantic
mechanism checks whether the translation result semantically agrees with the translation source, such as the lexical semantic similarity integration (Wong, 2010). When
software of these evaluation methods have been prepared
for sharing they can be wrapped into services by Language
Grid platform, which makes our proposal more powerful.
Next, human evaluation is important to confirm any automatic evaluation method using norms such fluency and adequacy. Semi-automatic evaluation has also received a lot
of attention, such as the evaluation method HTER (Snover
et al., 2006a), which requires human editing. The proposed
mechanism also requires human assessment for preparing
training set, which builds up the data-driven classification.
Last, making evaluation methods easier to access is becoming a strong demand. There are some research on how
to prepare references for these evaluation methods. Currently, there is no powerful way to utilize unsupervised references. Though many studies have pointed out that roundtrip translation is not adequate, others treat round-trip translation as the easy approach with the lowest costs (Hu,
2009). Research is progressing on ways to provide standardized interface (Cer et al., 2010) or even evaluation services (Eck et al., 2006), so that these functions can be utilized by more people. The proposed mechanism has benefited a lot from such existing research.

6.

Hit Rate
72.0%
74.5%
76.2%
81.7%

Conclusion

We proposed a two-phase evaluation for MT service selection that suits for both end-users and community translation
developers. Because of increased the number of MT services, we face the problem of selecting, for the given translation source, the best MT service. Considering ease of implementation and extendibility, we designed two-phase architecture for selecting MT services. In the first phase, we
import multiple evaluation methods, analyze attributes of
the translation source, and select the most appropriate evaluation method using the decision tree approach. This datadriven classification enables one among multiple evaluation
methods to be selected dynamically, and voids the deficiencies raised by employing just one evaluation method. In
the second phase, the MT services are executed based on
the Language Grid platform. The results of MT services
are evaluated by the selected evaluation method. The translation quality values are generated and ranked yielding the
best translation result. We designed an algorithm for this
MT service selection.
Finally, we implemented and tested a prototype based on
the proposed mechanism. The results showed that the proposed mechanism offers better translation quality than employing just one MT service. Our proposal raises the translation quality by 7% compared to the approach which employs just one evaluation method, and at least 11.1% promotion than employing just one MT service.
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